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Library Procedure Reminders
As we enter the home stretch for this school year, a few reminders:
The library’s calendar is online, please check it
before contacting me to schedule a class. (find
the calendar icon in the top left of the screen)
The best way to schedule a class is by using
Look for these links at the top
the library’s online form. It is password
of our webpage:
protected, but the password is simple:
bit.ly/behslibrary
“lancer” (find the schedule-a-class icon on the
top right side of the screen)
When writing a study hall pass:
Only one (1) student per pass please (this cuts back on illegal piggybacking).
Do NOT feel compelled to write a student a pass (or sign off on one) if the student
is doing an assignment for ANOTHER teacher. The ideal scenario is students
getting passes from the teachers giving the assignments.
When you are running low on passes, please contact us for more before resorting
to white passes, sticky notes, etc.

The Library’s Destiny
The library has discontinued it’s OPAC program and is
now running its catalog through Destiny (similar to the
textbook program).
The catalog can be found at destiny.bristol.k12.ct.us
and will be available for home access starting this
summer.
In addition to a catalog interface you are
familiar with, there is the new “Quest”
version which is much sleeker and webfriendly. Preview it from school at bit.ly/
kj8Enb.
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Poetry Month

Throughout poetry month,
students were invited to
create their own verse on
our poetry walls!

Website Monthly Pick
Quickly switch between
different colors and themes.
Constrain the cloud to
selected shapes (heart, star,
cloud, oval, etc).

Tagxedo
(www.tagxedo.com)
Do you like wordle, but wish it
could do more? Then you’ll
love Tagxedo.

Why I like it:
1. The shape feature is just
From their website:
plain awesome!
Making word cloud is fun, and
2. You can put in a web
is much more fun with
address / news topic and it
Tagxedo! With Tagxedo, you
ATagxedo of the State of the Union
will pull in the text for you!
can:
See the interactive version at
3. The online image is
Make tag clouds in realhttp://bit.ly/m8qklt
interactive! Click on any of
time, and respin, and respin
the words and it will do a google search for it.
to your liking.
4. There are great curriculum ideas at http://
Save the tag cloud as images for printing and
bit.ly/101tagxedo.
sharing.
Look at all variants of the clouds in a gallery, and
Imagine having students putting resumes into a
pick the one you want for further tweaking or
cloud to identify frequently used words,
saving.
comparing two texts for similar themes, or just
Choose from many different fonts.
jazzing up your powerpoints!
Use local fonts.

Students
genuinely
enjoyed the activity and
made several verses!

This Month’s Q&A Technology Tips
Q: The students are being distracted by
the “related” videos, commercials, and
comments on YouTube. How can I get rid
of them?
A: The simplest way I’ve found so far is the

website www.viewpure.com. Once you’ve
found a video you want to show, copy it’s
address. Go to viewpure and then paste the
address into the box for it on the website
and click “purify.” Voila the video is decluttered! You can get a short link for it (eg
http://vuw.me/lFZ0z5Fm-Ng).

For more advanced users: You can add a
button to your toolbar (Chrome or Firefox), or
add it to your IE favorites. Once you have it
bookmarked, clicking on it while watching a
YouTube video will automatically de-clutter it!

“best animal astronaut”
“vacation is good”
“Harry Potter will fly to
France”

